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Ulysses, James Joyce once said to Frank Budgen, is “the epic of the human 
body”—a necessity because if a person “had no body they would have no 
mind. . . . It’s all one.”1 In this he echoes Friedrich Nietzsche, who in Thus 
Spoke Zarathustra writes,

“Body am I and soul”—thus talks the child. And why should some not 
talk like children?

But the awakened one, the one who knows, says: Body am I through 
and through, and nothing besides; and soul is merely a word for some-
thing about the body.2

There has never been any need to take Joyce simply at his word, for bodies and 
embodiment—and more importantly the influence of the body on the mind 
and vice versa, their mutual intertwining—are everywhere present and every-
where important, not just in Ulysses but in all of Joyce’s major works. Indeed, 
scholarship on this topic is plentiful. Yet that same work, with some notable 
exceptions, tends to take the singularity, the finality, of “the human body” 
too much for granted. His comment to Budgen aside, there is little evidence 
that Joyce did so. His bodies (which, following Nietzsche, we could take to 
include the mind) are varied and complex; Leopold Bloom himself is, physi-
cally, no everyman, but is typical only insofar as he like all of Joyce’s characters 
is unique in appearance and psychology. It is not merely the case that these 
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characters are individuated and distinguished from one another—as one 
might distinguish two classical Greek statues—they also resist idealization. In 
Ulysses, the milkwoman of “Telemachus” can be, perhaps, a messenger from 
the gods even with her “old sunken paps” (U 1.398), and early in A Portrait the 
young Stephen is careful to note that “Nasty Roache had big hands” in addi-
tion to his being “a stink” (P 6). All of Joyce’s characters attain their humanity 
in part through avoidance of a sedimented ideal of personhood.
 It therefore makes perfect sense that disability would be overwhelmingly 
common in Joyce’s works, and it is likewise perplexing that the topic has only 
recently become of serious interest to Joyce scholars. This essay collection is 
the first book-length treatment of disability’s role in Joyce, and by necessity 
has been constructed as an entry point to the topic rather than a final word. Its 
primary goal is to bring literary disability studies and its attendant concepts 
and methods to the attention of the many Joyceans who would benefit from 
reading this literature. Its secondary goal is to establish disability as a known 
and legible topic in Joyce studies, for little of what I have said so far will be sur-
prising or notable to experienced readers, and disability has often been a topic 
of study under different paradigms and different names. Whether under the 
rubric of “the body,” of psychoanalysis and its diagnostic logic, of illness and 
disease (either in general or in relation to specific illnesses like syphilis),3 of 
the role of madness in Finnegans Wake and elsewhere,4 of Joyce’s eye problems 
and their effect on his composition practices,5 or of the role of specific char-
acters like Gerty MacDowell, Issy, the one-legged sailor, or the blind stripling, 
disability (though not disability studies) has been a part of Joyce studies for 
almost as long as the field has existed. It has also been a part of the rhetoric of 
Joyce studies for just as long, as we see in Samuel Beckett’s “Dante . . . Bruno 
. Vico . . Joyce,” where he writes that for Vico, “the figurative character of the 
oldest poetry” evidenced “a disability to achieve abstraction.”6 “Disability,” 
writes Michael Bérubé, “has a funny way of popping up everywhere without 
announcing itself as disability,”7 and Joyce criticism has been no exception to 
this rule.
 The above passage from Beckett shows not only how notions of disability 
have long been wedded to aesthetics in Joyce scholarship, but also what the 
effect is of not reading and analyzing disability on its own terms. As I have 
written elsewhere, analyses of Gerty, whose appearance in the “Nausicaa” epi-
sode of Ulysses make her one of the most prominent disabled characters in 
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Joyce’s works, habitually invoke or discuss her “lame” (U 13.771) leg and its im-
plications without properly centering disability in their analyses.8 The result 
is much the same as we see in Beckett’s essay, where disability serves a purely 
metaphorical function, as a sort of conceptual glue that holds the rest of an 
idea together. Such is the danger of talking about disability by talking around 
disability: words like “lame,” “disabled,” “sickly,” or what have you, when not 
properly contextualized, serve as logical clichés, transitioning an argument 
from one abstraction to another without contributing any new thought—
what David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. Snyder have referred to as “metaphoric 
opportunism.”9

 Many of the essays in this collection have to do with disability meta-
phors: their use, function, and relation to actual experiences of disability. 
If one were to analyze, for instance, Leopold Bloom’s encounter with the 
blind stripling in “Lestrygonians,” one might notice, accurately, his difficulty 
imagining what the subjectivity of a blind person amounts to—what having 
no or low vision is like—and the resulting manner in which he resorts to 
clichés and magical thinking to overcome this imaginative gap: “How on 
earth did he know that van was there? Must have felt it. See things in their 
forehead perhaps” (U 8.1107–8). But if one were then to write that “the strip-
ling’s physical blindness is mirrored in Bloom’s imaginative blindness,” they 
would be missing out on a great deal of conceptual depth that a grounded 
and specific understanding of blindness provides. Take the matter of how 
the stripling notices the van. While the popular understanding has it that 
blindness results in an increase in one’s other senses, hearing most notably, 
David Bolt writes that blindness actually forces one to practice greater at-
tention and care in how they listen so as to compensate for not being able to 
see.10 The “imaginative blindness” metaphor equates Bloom and the strip-
ling through their lack of perception and insight, yet it misses the way in 
which the stripling has responded to and compensated for this lack—not 
through some sensory magic, but through his own work and effort. Unlike 
Bloom, he is aware of his unawareness and so reacts accordingly, and this 
effort produces an effect that to some can appear magical. But this element 
of the comparison is only available if one reads blindness as blindness, and 
not as a generic designator of lack or inability. It is one example of how 
reading disability at a figurative level only, or without sufficient attention to 
disability as such, in addition to being demeaning and insulting to disabled 
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people, also robs one of many useful critical tools, and generally diminishes 
the insight of a reading.
 The function of disability terms in much academic discourse—literary crit-
icism and Joyce scholarship included—is similar to a situation that Jacques 
Lacan comments on. In one of his seminars, he paraphrases (without full 
citation) “Mallarmé’s remark, in which he compares the common use of lan-
guage to the exchange of a coin whose obverse and reverse no longer bear but 
eroded faces, and which people pass from hand to hand ‘in silence.’”11 Lacan’s 
citation is not entirely accurate, in that it seems to conflate a passage by Sté-
phane Mallarmé with one by Nietzsche.12 But this conflation is fortuitous, for 
it creates a new metaphor that encapsulates the problem, wherein the “coin” 
of language is stripped of its significance through overuse and forgetfulness, 
through the propagation of dead metaphors, but instead of becoming useless 
remains in circulation, having been scrubbed of any meaning other than its 
status as a medium of exchange. The coin, no longer able to communicate 
its monetary value and thus useless even as a signifier of wealth, serves as 
the physical medium that makes an exchange possible. Yet “even if it com-
municates nothing, discourse represents the existence of communication.”13 
We must ask what disability terms, as the effaced coins of critical discourse, 
represent through their exchange. The answer, I believe, lies with the disability 
theorist Tobin Siebers’s observation that “disability operates symbolically as 
an othering other,” which “represents a diacritical marker of difference that 
secures inferior, marginal, or minority status, while not having its presence 
as a marker acknowledged in the process.”14 The use of disability terms as 
dead metaphors, then, retains the functional meaning—like a faceless coin 
still passed silently between hands—of the “othering other.” It is because of 
this functional definition that disability terms remain common as metaphors 
even when the terms have been fully extracted from their material or narra-
tive origins, as we see in the Beckett remark. The result of this carelessness is 
a discursive marginalization of disabled people.
 None of the above should be taken to suggest that Joyce did not engage 
in disability metaphors himself. As Mark Mossman has written, in Dubliners 
“Joyce unfolds the disabled body in modern Irish culture, [and] transforms 
it completely into a metaphoric vehicle of political commentary so that it be-
comes the location of cross-cultural interconnection and a . . . way out of the 
binaries of paralysis and volition.”15 Many essays here take Joyce’s disability 
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metaphors as their central foci, which is why it is important here to address 
the matter of how one invokes or makes note of literal and metaphoric dis-
ability, and to avoid simply treating disability metaphors as easy markers of 
some type of lack. One need only look at the opening line of “Araby” and its 
“blind” North Richmond Street (D 19). But even in that case, attentiveness 
to the specificity of the metaphor’s usage and the relationship between the 
“blindness” of the street and actual low vision can produce useful critical in-
sight. A blind street is a street with a dead end (itself another worn-out meta-
phor in need of an autopsy), as indeed the actual North Richmond Street in 
Dublin is. The street is rarely traveled, then, because it does not go anywhere: 
nobody passes through it to some other destination, so the only visitors are 
people with explicit business there. Blindness might be taken as a metaphor 
for inward-looking solipsism, as the discussion of sight later in the first para-
graph would indicate: “An uninhabited house of two storeys stood at the blind 
end, detached from its neighbours in a square ground, The other houses of 
the street, conscious of decent lives within them, gazed at one another with 
brown imperturbable faces” (D 19). The blind house at the blind end does not 
look out at anything, but instead stands “detached” (again both literally and 
figuratively) and separate from the world.
 The metaphor, then, is not a fully effaced coin, but instead betrays an at-
titude toward blindness as such, and by extension toward sight. For Aristotle, 
a great influence on Joyce’s thought, vision is inherently tied to the capacity 
to be affected by something exterior,16 and so in “Araby” the lack of vision is 
tied to detachment and inaffectability. This comparison then brings us back to 
the blind stripling, who unlike Gerty is never given a chance to turn his gaze 
back on Bloom. The only time he breaks this narratively imposed solipsism is 
in “Wandering Rocks,” where, when he is carelessly bumped into, he responds 
“sourly,” “God’s curse on you . . . whoever you are! You’re blinder nor I am, you 
bitch’s bastard!” (U 10.1119–20), an accusation that itself aligns blindness with 
inwardness, in this case with a lack of attention when one walks. For it remains 
the case that the stripling’s inability to return Bloom’s “gaze”—an ocularcen-
tric term for a process that need not include vision—strips him of agency. In 
“Nausicaa,” Bloom looks and is looked at; Gerty looks and is looked at. For all 
the real differentials in power represented in that chapter, in this sense at least 
there is reciprocity. The stripling’s blindness need not rob him of a capacity 
to “look,” and indeed Ulysses relies on the other senses so thoroughly that a 


